Middle School Concerns
Oct. 9, 2018

Issues, comments, concerns

response/follow up

HSMS

Concern over the placement on the
salary schedule by

Need to first talk to principal

HCMS

a/c cannot be controlled by teacher
Kathy Shanklin

Notify principal and wrote 3
letters to maintenance

RVMS

Concern by science teachers who have
more that 165 students and over 33
students (3 teachers requested
overages, one was given, the others
were rejected by DO

Discussion with union and
DO. DO says you only get
overage for one of the
overages.

SRMS

Concern by teacher over mold growing
and standing water in classroom. Also
no heat. Leaky roofs and drains not
working.

Teacher needs to inform
principal and request a work
order

HSMS

Concern by teacher about a broken
window with a paint can.Burglary.
Teacher lost computer and tower.
Police report made.No alarm sound.
Repeated break in events by HCMS,
SRMS.

Need to ask principal does
the alarm system work and
are there cameras working on
campuses.

HSMS

Concern by RSP teacher who has a
parent who is coming to the class every
day to check out the teacher. Talked to
principal. Teacher has an admin also
swapping in with parent. What can be
done to prevent the parent from coming
in or changing teachers.

Parent in everyday needs
permission to come in. She
will need to be fingerprinted.
Parent has refused to sign
IEP. Need to follow
discussion to principal.

LCMS

Some classes still have overages. DO is
dropping an open SPED position and
closing it without hiring anyone. 4
classes have substitutes only. 2 classes
will be joined into 1. Gen ed teacher will
be doing 1SE class. Or possibly
redistribute these students somewhere.

Waiting for 1st quarter to end
and see how the district deals
with the lack of teachers.

